
Network Cable UTP CAT6 Vention IBEBQ RJ45 Ethernet 1000Mbps Ref: 6922794745056
Category 6 Network Cable Vention IBEBQ 20m Black

Vention IBEBQ Cat.6 Network Cable 20m Black
In the era of increasing technological demands, a reliable network connection is essential for the smooth operation of many devices. The
key element of this connection is the appropriate cable. We present the Vention IBEBQ network cable, which combines functionality with
reliability. Perfectly suited to modern needs, it provides a stable and fast connection. Here are its main features.
 
Universal Compatibility 
The  Vention  IBEBQ  network  cable  is  characterized  by  a  wide  range  of  compatibility.  It  can  seamlessly  connect  computers,  laptops,
televisions,  routers,  switches,  and  ADSL  devices.  Such  versatility  makes  it  an  indispensable  element  of  equipment  in  any  household,
office, or public space.
 
Cat.6 UTP Cable 
The IBEBQ model is a Category 6 UTP network cable, which means it provides high bandwidth and a stable connection. You don't have to
worry  about  data  transmission  interruptions  or  signal  interference.  Whether  you're  transferring  large  files,  streaming  4K  movies,  or
playing online games, this cable will be your reliable partner.
 
Durability and Reliability
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The  Vention  IBEBQ  cable  is  made  of  PVC,  which  guarantees  its  longevity  and  resistance  to  everyday  wear  and  tear.  This  material  is
flexible and at the same time resistant to mechanical damage, allowing for many years of cable use without worrying about its quality.
The cable length is 20 meters.
 
 
  
    ManufacturerVention
    ModelIBEBQ
    Length20 m
    CompatibilityComputers, laptops, TVs, routers, switches, ADSL, etc.
    MaterialPVC
  

Price:

€ 9.50
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